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Abstract
Hydrogels consisting of artificial proteins find a promising future in medical applications due
to their high bio-affinity. As many applications of hydrogels are restricted by their low
mechanical strength, various methods are invented to make them tougher. This study
describes a strategy to enhance the stiffness of a hydrogel consisting of a collagen inspired
protein by introducing interactive SiO2 nanoparticles. Mechanical properties and
macrostructural structure of the composite hydrogel are revealed by rheology. The
concentration of nanoparticles affects both elastic modulus and fracture resistance of the
composite hydrogel. Introducing nanoparticles makes the hydrogel stiffer since more
crosslinks are imported. Nevertheless, fracture resistance is decreased along with the
introduction of nanoparticles. Based on our results, we believe this is because of the weak
interaction between nanoparticles and proteins, the composite hydrogel starts breaking from
these weak parts at a lower stain. This study gives us more insights into making tougher
composite hydrogels and the mechanism of network failure.
Key words: composite hydrogel, SiO2 nanoparticle, bio-inspired protein, stiffness, network
failure
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1. Introduction
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1.1 Hydrogel
A hydrogel is generally defined as a crosslinked polymer matrix with water trapped inside
(Figure 1.1). Hydrogels can maintain a very indurative three-dimensional structure although
they usually have a high content of water (over 50%). Benefit from the abundance of water,
many hydrogels have excellent bio-affinity. Besides, in terms of flexibility, they behave like
natural tissues resulting from their 3D structure. Hence, hydrogels, as promising candidates,
have been extensively studied in fields of tissue engineering [1], scaffolds [2], contact lenses
[3] and drug delivery systems [4], etc. [5]

Figure 1.1 3D schematic representation of a hydrogel. Lines represent polymer chains,
crosslinks are represented by dots, and the blank area represents water.
Hydrogels can be crosslinked by either chemical bonds or physical interactions, or both.
Chemical crosslinks [6] are permanent covalent bonds that are much stronger than physical
crosslinks, but they cannot be remodified after formation. Physical crosslinks are such noncovalent interactions as hydrogen bonding [7], ionic [8] and hydrophobic interactions [9].
Different with permanent covalent bonds, physical bonds are reversible. Gels crosslinked by
physical interactions are referred as physical gels. They can adjust their internal systems in
response to external stimuli, for example temperature [10], pH [11] stress [12]. When stimuli
are removed, the systems of physical gels can return to their original states [12], which is an
important property for some materials required to be able to self-recover.

1.2 Mechanical properties
For many applications of hydrogels, such mechanical properties as stiffness [13], porosity [14]
and fracture resistance [15] are usually required to meet specific applications to ensure they
can function properly. For instance, in tissue engineering, it is reported that mechanical
properties of hydrogels as scaffolds play an important role by affecting the encapsulated or
attached cells [16]. There are two mean mechanical properties of hydrogels, which are
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stiffness and fracture resistance. Stiffness can be represented by storage modulus (G’), which
is corresponding to elastic behavior, it is proportional to how much effort you need to
overcome to deform the material. In rubber theory, there is an equation (1.1):
$% '
𝐺" ≈ &
(1.1)
(
G’ can be roughly determined by the number of polymer crosslinks (n), Boltzmann constant
(kB), temperature (T) and volume (V). It indicates that G’ is proportional to crosslinks when
temperature and volume are fixed. By introducing more crosslinks, G’ can theoretically be
increased. Fracture resistance means how far you can deform the material before breaking it,
the biggest deformation is referred as the maximum stain (gmax). Usually, fracture begins with
small cracks in network when the stain reaches a certain point, then cracks propagate when
stain continues increasing, it will finally lead to catastrophic failure of the network (Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2 Process of network failure: (a) crack initiation (b) crack propagation (c) network
failure. The dotted lines indicate process zones.
The point where cracks happen is relating to the homogeneity of the polymer network and
the binding ability of crosslinks [17]. Breaking of crosslinks will result in small cracks in
hydrogels, therefore, the higher binding ability of crosslinks is, the more effort needing to
break the material. The reason why homogeneity can affect the network failure is because
stress on cracks can be detracted by surrounding network, homogeneous network can
deplete more energy before break and leads to higher fracture resistance.

1.3 Strategies to make tougher hydrogels
According to previous research, there are four strategies are usually used to achieve higher
mechanical properties including stiffness and fracture resistance. (1) homogeneous network
[17], (2) topological hydrogel with sliding cross-linkers [18], (3) double network [19], (4)
hydrogels with interactive nanoparticles [8].
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Figure 1.3 Strategies to make hydrogels tougher: (a) Homogeneous network. Two different
monomers form a network by connecting alternatively, each monomer has four linking end
groups represented by black or white semicircles. (b) Topological hydrogels with sliding crosslinkers. Lines represent polymer chains, sliding rings are represented by cylinders (c) Double
network. Background network is represented by dotted lines, another network is represented
by full lines. Triangles and circles represents crosslinks. (d) Hydrogels with interactive
nanoparticles. Polymer chains are represented by lines, circles represent nanoparticles. The
schematic ratio between lines and circles is not corresponding to real dimensions of polymer
chains and nanoparticles.
First, mechanical properties of polymer networks can be enhanced by making them more
homogeneous [17]. Because crosslinks are random distributed, crosslinking of hydrogels can
introduce defects, hydrogels start breaking from these small defects, which will reduce the
whole mechanical strength. Takamasa Sakai and coworkers reported that a homogeneous
tetra-polyethyleneglycol (PEG) gel is designed by combining two symmetrical macromonomers with same size. Each monomer has four linking end groups, which can only react
with the end groups of another different monomers, this A-B type reaction avoids selfreaction. The tetra-PEG gel exhibits extremely high mechanical strength closing to native
articular cartilage.
Second, topological Hydrogel with sliding cross-linkers as an interesting subject has been
extensively studied in past few years [18, 20]. It is reported that crosslinked polyrotaxane with
moveable cross-linkers shows excellent mechanical properties, such as high stretchability [18].
Theoretical studies suggest that this is due to polymer chains have very high removability and
can easily slide through the cross-linking rings.
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The third strategy to design hydrogels with high mechanical strength is a combination of stiff,
brittle network, and soft, stretchable network [19]. The stiff network can provide a high
storage modulus of the hydrogel, and the soft network can improve the fracture resistance
by connecting the stiff network and dissipate more energy. It is reported by Atsushi Nakayama
and coworkers that a double network hydrogel consisting of bacterial cellulose and gelatin
has a storage modulus higher than the sum of G’ of two single networks with improved
fracture resistance than the brittle network [21].
Last, hydrogels with interactive nanoparticles are also referred as nano-composite hydrogels
[8]. By introducing integrated nanoparticles into polymer networks, there will be more
crosslinks in hydrogels. Based on equation (1.1), more crosslinks will lead to a higher storage
modulus. Based on the work of Marieke Gerth and coworkers, hydrogels consisting of
interactive nanoparticles and metal-ligand coordination complexes show highly tunable
stiffness and self-recovery properties, while keeping homogeneous [22]. Interactions
between polymer networks and nanoparticles can be covalent bonds or physical bonds.
Chemical bonds are permanent and more stable than physical bonds, but once the hydrogel
breaks, it cannot go back to its original state. On contrast, physical bonds are reversible, thus,
physical hydrogels are supposed to be able to fully recover after fracture. However, physical
bonds are generally weak, which might cause weak parts of hydrogels and reduce whole
mechanical strength.

1.4 Recombinant Protein polymers
Depending on different purposes, building blocks of polymer networks can be various, such
synthetic polymers as polyacrylamide and polyethyleneoxide can be used in fields of
electrophoresis [23] and drug delivery systems [24], respectively. Most importantly, for
biomedical applications, there is no doubt that peptides which can self-assemble into polymer
networks are interesting research subjects. Because peptides are abundant in human body,
and some hydrogels made by peptides can reassemble the extracellular environment of cells,
they are generally considered as biocompatible materials.
However, proteins derived from natural resources, such as gelatin from animal’s body, could
carry transmissible disease agents [25]. Also, it is hard and expensive to precisely produce
proteins with long amino acid sequence and high complexity in traditional synthetic methods.
Luckily, these requirements can be fulfilled in a relatively easier way---genetic engineering.
This technique allows us to design and produce complex copolymers with different regimes
which can have various functions, such as self-assembly for forming polymer networks and
specific recognition sites for target drug delivery, etc. An artificial gene coding comprises
many DNA molecules for producing the copolymer, these molecules can be exited DNA, bioinspired DNA or created DNA. After inserting the gene coding into a carrier, it will be
transferred to a host, usually bacterium, the host is supposed to be able to produce the
desired copolymer effectively and exactly.

1.5 The collagen inspired triblock protein
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Gelatin as bio-affinitive material has been widely studied for medical applications [26].
Nevertheless, gelatin derived from animals could carry transmissible disease agents, and has
uncontrolled molecular species [25], which both have greatly restrict gelatin being used for
medical purposes. The recombinant protein technique allows us to overcome such issues by
designing and producing proteins with specific functions and in a high quality. Here, a triblock
protein named T9C4T9 was chosen to form hydrogels in this thesis. T9C4T9 is produced by
the host yeast (Pichia pastoris), detailed procedures have been described by Werten et al [25].
The T9C4T9 protein with a molecule weight of 42kDa has two collagen-inspired end blocks
and a random coil like middle block. The end blocks (T9) behave like natural collagen, each
end block consisting of nine repetitive (Pro-Gly-Pro) blocks can and only can form well defined
and reversible triple helices upon cooling to the gelation temperature (37°C). There is a
random coil like block (C4) in the middle, which has 399 amino acids, the C4 block serves as a
spacer with extremely hydrophilic properties. Thus, it can enhance solubility of the protein
and prevent the formation of loops by T9 blocks. Based on previous research [25], the length
of the triple helical knots is around 8nm, and radius of the middle blocks is expected to be
about 7nm. Previous researches show that hydrogels formed by T9C4T9 are capable of
relaxing stress by dissociation the triple helices and can fully recover by reforming the triple
helices when stress is removed [12]. Not all end blocks connect with end blocks of other
proteins, there are dangling ends and loops remaining in the gel, but they don’t contribute to
the G’ of the network. The history of gelation doesn’t affect elastic behaviors of the hydrogel
[12, 25, 27].

Figure 1.4 Schematic representation of gelation of T9C4T9 protein. (a) The triblock protein
with two end blocks (T9) and a random coil like middle block (C4). (b) A crosslinking knot
consisting of three end blocks (T9). (c) T9C4T9 proteins are random distributed in solution at
a high temperature. (d) T9C4T9 proteins form a network by assembling end blocks into triple
helices.
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1.6 Aim and outline of thesis
Although the topic of composite hydrogels with nanoparticles has been widely studied, most
studies only focus on the stiffness [28] and functionalization [5] of composite hydrogels made
by synthesized polymers, the mechanical properties and failure mechanism of composite
protein networks are still barely understood. It is reported that stiffness of the network is
highly improved by introducing silica nanoparticles, while keeping high extensibility.
Mechanical properties are highly dependent on particle’s size and concentration [29]. The
goal of this thesis is to investigate the mechanical properties of a composite network
consisting of a collagen inspired triblock protein and silica (SiO2) nanoparticles with a
hydrodynamic radius around 20nm, which may have great potential in biomedical
applications. SiO2 was chosen because of its high biocompatibility. SiO2 nanoparticles are
integrated with the protein network through hydrogen bonds (Figure 1.5). In this composite
network system, some proteins form the hydrogel by self-assembling into triple helical knots,
some tails of the triblock protein attach on the surface of SiO2 nanoparticles. Loops can be
formed by the attachment on nanoparticles of tails from the same protein, dangling ends
remains in the polymer network (Figure 1.6). Compared with the network formed by protein
itself, introducing SiO2 nanoparticles will increase the number of crosslinks. Based on
equation 1.1, it can conclude that more crosslinks will lead to higher mechanical strength.
Besides, by combining SiO2 nanoparticles with the network, there will be a new strategy to
dissipate energy. Thus, we assumed that the composite protein network may have a higher
G’ and better fracture resistance than the single network.

Figure 1.5 Schematic illustration of Hydrogen bonds between SiO2 nanoparticles and repetitive
(Pro-Gly-Pro) blocks.
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Figure 1.6 Composite hydrogel network formed by T9C4T9 proteins and SiO2 nanoparticles.
Big circles represent SiO2 nanoparticles, lines represent polymer chains and small circles
represent middle blocks of T9C4T9 proteins.
Macrostructural behaviour and mechanical properties of the composite hydrogel network
were revealed by rheology. Both linear and nonlinear rheological experiments were
conducted in this thesis. Generally, it is shown that stiffness of the hydrogel is enhanced by
introducing SiO2 nanoparticles. Nevertheless, fracture resistance decreases dramatically after
combining SiO2 nanoparticles. The effects of SiO2 nanoparticles’ concentration were further
investigated by performing a series of hysteresis tests. Since the crosslinks are all physical
interactions in this hydrogel, the composite network can theoretically fully recover after
fracture, self-healing capabilities were tested as well.
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2. Materials and Methods
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2.1 Materials and Equipment

Name
T9C4T9
LUDOX (50 wt%)
HCL (1 mol/L)
Phosphate buffer
Heavy oil (HT70)
Tetradecane

Name
Rheometer
ThermoMixer

Table 2.1 Materials used in thesis
Formula
Qualification
\
\
SiO2
\
HCl
\
\
\
\
\
CH3(CH2)12CH3
\
Table 2.2 Equipment used in thesis
Type
MCR 301
F1.5

Producer
Home made
SIGMA-ALDRICH
Merck KGaA
Home made
Solvay
SIGMA-ALDRICH

Producer
Anton Paar
eppendorf

2.2 Sample preparation
To prepare 1mM T9C4T9 protein solution with a series of weight percent of SiO2 nanoparticles,
a given amount of T9C4T9 protein was dissolved in prepared phosphate buffer (pH 7, I=10mM)
first. Then, 50wt% LUDOX (pH»9) was adjusted to pH 7 by 1mol/L HCL solution. Different
amounts of pH adjusted LUDOX were added into the protein solution. The total volume of all
samples is 300 µL. All samples were prepared in the same way and left in a themo-heater with
a shaking function at 50。C to reach equilibrium. For SiO2 nanoparticles, a weight percent
range of 4wt% to 14wt% was investigated.

2.3 Rheological measurements
Mechanical properties of composite hydrogels were mainly studied using rheology, all
rheological measurements were performed with an Anton Paar Physica MCR 301 rheometer.
The setting temperatures can be quickly achieved by a Peltier element. Since our proteins are
limited, we chose a geometry with the lowest volume to do measurements, which is 1 mL
Couette geometry (Figure 2.1). Because the effective measurement regime is only the area
between the bob and inner walls of the Couette geometry, a heavy oil technique was then
developed to save more proteins. In our case, the volume of the heavy oil is 725 µL. It has
been proved that a certain amount of heavy oil has no effect on results. Most measurements
usually last a few days, a solvent trap filled with tetradecane was used to minimize the
evaporation of water. Primarily, the geometry was preheated at 50。C before transferring a
sample. After transfer, a bob was lowered to the measurement position. A time sweep
(oscillation, 6.28 rad/s, g=1% ) was conducted immediately after the temperature was
quenched to 20。C, where the storage (G’) and loss (G”) modulus were monitored. Afterwards,
a frequency sweep (oscillation, 0.01~100 rad/s, g=1%) was performed to study viscoelastic
behaviours of the composite hydrogel in steady state. Next, the maximum deformation was
13

determined by a strain sweep (oscillation, 6.28 rad/s, g= 0.01~1000%). The recovery process
was followed by small oscillatory deformation (6.28 rad/s, g=1%) for 8 hours after a strain
sweep. After 8 hours, the recovered sample was deformed in a constant shear rate (0.1 s-1)
to reach a strain of 1000%. The broken hydrogel was left to recover another 8 hours. In the
end, a hysteresis test was conducted. The hydrogel was deformed by 8 loading & unloading
cycles, in a constant shear rate (0.1 s-1), the stain increased from 0% to 320% with steps of
40%, there was a 30 minutes rest between every loading & unloading cycle. All measurements
of different samples are exactly same unless specific measurements are mentioned.

Figure 2.1 Cross-section illustration of the Couttee geometry. At the bottom of this geometry,
heavy oil takes place of unneeded samples. The effective part is only the area between a bob
and inner walls of the Couttee geometry. The whole geometry is covered by a solvent trap
with tetradecane filled inside. There is sensor upwards the bob, which can measure the force
response of the sample.
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3.Result and Discussion
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3.1 Hydrogen bonding
To verify whether the interaction between proteins and SiO2 nanoparticles is hydrogen
bonding, experiments were performed in two different pH values. As shown in figure 1.5, we
assume proteins and SiO2 nanoparticles are connected via hydrogen bonds. Hydroxyls absorb
on surfaces of SiO2 nanoparticles first, hydrogens are then expelled, only oxygens with
negative charges remain on surfaces. Next, remained oxygens can interact with hydrogens of
proteins to build hydrogen bonds. The ability of SiO2 nanoparticles absorbing hydroxyls can
be affected by acid-base environments. In a certain range of pH, an environment with higher
pH values helps the absorption of hydroxyls, the interaction between proteins and
nanoparticles will be enhanced and more crosslinks will be introduced. Consequently, storage
modulus (G’) will be improved. Based on previous work in our group, it has been proved that
pH cannot affect G’ of the single network [30]. G’ of two composite networks with 7wt% of
SiO2 nanoparticles were determined via time sweeps (oscillation, 6.28 rad/s, g=1%) (Figure
3.1). It is shown that the plateau G’ of the composite network in pH 9 is clearly higher than it
in pH 7. Thus, we preliminarily conclude that hydrogen bonds play a role in the composite
network.

Figure 3.1 Storage modulus (G’) of composite networks with 7wt% SiO2 nanoparticles in pH 7
and pH 9 (oscillation, 6.28 rad/s, g=1%). [T9C4T9] = 1 mM for all experiments

3.2 Linear rheology
Figure 3.2 (a) shows the formation of a single network and composite networks with varying
weight percent of SiO2 nanoparticles. In all experiments, storage modulus are above loss
modulus. Storage modulus of composite networks with 4wt% and 7wt% SiO2 nanoparticles
are only slightly higher that it of a single network, composite networks with higher
concentrations of nanoparticles show clearly higher G’. Based on equation (1.1), more
crosslinks will lead to higher G’. Thus, this protein network is indeed interactive with SiO2
nanoparticles, and more crosslinks are successfully introduced by adding nanoparticles.
Besides, the single network and composite networks with low concentrations of
nanoparticles reach steady state after 10 hours, but storage modulus are still slowly
increasing for composite networks with more nanoparticles. This is probably because
nanoparticles are trapped in matrix and slowly move to build crosslinks with surrounding
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polymer chains, it takes more time to reach steady state for systems with more nanoparticles.
Plateau storage modulus of all samples are shown in Figure 3.2 (b), it increases nearly
exponentially along with adding SiO2 nanoparticles. So, introducing interactive SiO2
nanoparticles can certainly lead to reinforcement of the hydrogel. Nevertheless, there is
limitation of the concentration of nanoparticles can be added, phase separation occurs when
the composite network with SiO2 nanoparticles above 14wt%.

Figure 3.2 (a) Storage modulus (G’) of a single network and composite networks as a function
of time (oscillation, 6.28 rad/s, g=1%). [T9C4T9] = 1 mM for all experiments. (b) Plateau G’ of
networks as a function of weight percent of SiO2 nanoparticles.
Next, frequency sweeps were conducted to gain more information about viscoelastic
behaviours of networks under low and high deformation frequency. As shown in Figure 3.3
(a), the single network’s G’ is approximately independent of the frequency, and storage
modulus of composite networks with 4wt% and 7wt% nanoparticles slightly increase with
angular frequency between 0.01~100 rad/s. Interestingly, they all suddenly decrease at
angular frequency near 100 rad/s. Storage modulus of composite hydrogels with higher
concentration of nanoparticles behave differently, they increase obviously in the angular
frequency range of 0.01~100 rad/s, which reveals the exist of internal friction between
nanoparticles. If we only look at G” (Figure 3.3 b), the G” of a single network decrease first
and increase after reaching minimum in this frequency range. Networks with 4wt% and 7wt%
nanoparticles have a similar trend but much less distinct. However, loss modulus of composite
networks with higher nanoparticles weakly increase in this frequency range. Figure 3.3 (c)
shows that G’ and G” of a single network has a crossing point at the frequency near 100 rad/s,
which means the network is reversible and interactions of polymer chains. G’ and G” of
composite networks don’t have crossing points in the angular frequency range of 0.01~100
rad/s, this agrees with the results of other networks containing hydrogen bonds and particleparticle interactions.
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Figure 3.3 Frequency sweeps (oscillation, 0.01~100 rad/s, g=1%) of networks. Generally,
closed symbols represent storage modulus (G’), open symbols represent loss modulus (G”),
[T9C4T9] = 1mM for all experiments. (a) G’ of all networks as a function of angular frequency.
(b) G” of all networks as a function of angular frequency. (c) G’ and G” of a single network and
composite networks with 7wt% and 14wt% SiO2 nanoparticles as a function of angular
frequency. G’ and G” of the one network are represented in same colour.
Afterwards, strain sweeps were performed to determine the fracture resistance of all
networks. As shown in Figure 3.4 (a), the single network shows the best fracture resistance
with a maximum stain at 189%. Based on previous research, the single network can dissipate
energy by disassociation of triple helices. Strain hardening is observed of the single network
and the composite hydrogel with only 4wt% nanoparticles. This might because the finite
extensibility of the middle block protein [12]. Composite networks with SiO2 nanoparticles
become brittle, the composite network with the highest concentration of nanoparticles has
the lowest maximum strain which is only 15 %. Strain hardening disappears after the sample
with 10wt% nanoparticles and more. Probably because these gels break at lower stains, the
region of stain hardening could not be reached [12]. Surprisingly, composite networks with
10wt%, 13wt%, 14wt% nanoparticles all show a second networks failure, and all second
breaking points are very close to the critical strain of the single network. Especially for the
composite network with 14wt% particles, stain hardens before the second break. A similar
two times breaking behaviour was reported with a silica-grafted double network hydrogel,
18

the hydrogel was first broken into clusters but sill connected by the background polymer
chains, the second failure occurred after breaking background polymer chains [31]. We
assume that the first network failure is the result of disconnection of proteins and SiO2
nanoparticles, because the hydrogen bonds are very weak and easy to break. The second
network failure is just like how a single network breaks. The ratio of loss modulus and storage
modulus tells us when gels start flowing. G”/G’ above 1, gel flows. As shown in Figure 3.4 (b),
the composite network with 14wt% nanoparticles flows first, and the last sample start flowing
is the single network. Figure 3.4 (c) exhibits critical stains of all sample, clearly, the sample
without nanoparticles owes the highest critical strain, and it decreases with the increasing
concentration of SiO2 nanoparticles. Usually, hydrogels start breaking from the weak part,
then propagate, and finally lead to catastrophic failure. In our case, the connections between
SiO2 nanoparticles and proteins are weak parts. More nanoparticles introduced, more cracks
the hydrogel will start breaking from, macroscopically, gels with more nanoparticles break
easier.

Figure 3.4 Strain sweeps (oscillation, 6.28 rad/s, g=0.1~1000%) of all networks, [T9C4T9] =
1mM for all experiments. (a) Storage modulus (G’) of networks as a function of stain. (b) G”/G’
as a function of stain. (c) Critical stains of all networks as a function of weight percent of SiO2
nanoparticles.
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3.3 Nonlinear rheology
To gain more insights into how nanoparticles affect composite networks in terms of
mechanical properties, we study the nonlinear rheological response of samples. All samples
were deformed in a constant shear rate (0.1s-1) until plateau is reached, stress responses were
monitored as function of strain. As shown in Figure 3.5 (a), for all networks, strain hardens
significantly before breaking. For the single network, it breaks at a strain of 200% with a stress
response of around 180 Pa. However, the composite network with 14wt% SiO2 nanoparticles
breaks at a stain near 50% with a yielding stress only slightly above 50 Pa. Composite
networks with nanoparticles show a clear trend of decreasing critical stains (Figure 3.5 b) and
critical stress responses (Figure 3.5 c). Energy dissipation per square meter of networks are
also calculated by integrating areas under stress-strain curves. To make it easier to compare
with all networks, only the areas under curves until a stain before 300% are integrated, where
plateau states of all networks are already reached. Results are shown in Figure 3.5 (d), the
single network has maximum energy dissipation. Generally, composite networks with more
nanoparticles can dissipate less energy. The finding here is in agreement with it in the linear
region. Slopes of curves before breaking are corresponding to plateau G’, composite networks
with more nanoparticles have shaper slopes, which means larger plateau G’. Stress responses
of composite networks increase faster, but composite networks break earlier, thus, less
energy can be dissipated in total. This is probably because more weak parts are introduced
by these nanoparticles, weak parts can come from (1) inhomogeneity caused by aggregation
of nanoparticles, (2) weak interaction between nanoparticles and proteins. These weak parts
lead to earlier network failure.
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Figure 3.5 (a) Stress response of the single network and composite networks with SiO2
nanoparticles after applying a constant shear rate of 0.1 s-1. [T9C4T9] = 1mM for all
experiments. (b) critical stain of all networks as a function of weight percent of SiO2
nanoparticles. (c) Critical stress responses of all networks as a function of weight percent of
SiO2 nanoparticles. (d) Energy dissipation of all networks versus weight percent of SiO2
nanoparticles.

3.4 Fracture and self-healing
To study how SiO2 nanoparticles affect the failure of composite networks, the concentration
of nanoparticles was varied, while keeping [T9C4T9] = 1 mM. As mentioned previously,
hydrogels were deformed under a constant shear rate (0.1s-1/-0.1s-1) in 8 loading and
unloading cycles with strains increasing from 0 to 320% in steps of 40%. After each cycle,
samples were let to rest for 30 minutes before next cycles. The stress response is plotted
versus strain in Figure 3.6. All loading and unloading curves are shown. For the single network,
no obvious hysteresis is observed until the fifth cycle. At the fifth cycle, stress response
reaches maximum, after the fifth cycle, stress response cannot reach as high as before, and
loops between loading and unloading curves become bigger. After the sixth cycle, the
network is completely broken, it can only partially recover in 30 minutes as can be seen from
the last two loading curves. The unloading curves go to minus shear stress response,
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especially after network failure. Probably because the network flows after breaking. The
composite networks with SiO2 nanoparticles show similar behaviours, but they start breaking
much earlier than the single network. And the stress response becomes lower with the
increasing concentration of SiO2 nanoparticles. After a few cycles, composite hydrogels
cannot be destroyed anymore, they all reach steady states after breaking. Another difference
is after network failure, the loading curves of composite hydrogels even start from minus
shear stress values, this probably means composite hydrogels need more time to recover than
the single hydrogel.
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Figure 3.6 Hysteresis experiments (rotation, 0.1 s-1/-0.1s-1). Stress response versus strain.
[T9C4T9] = 1 mM for all experiments. Loading and unloading curves for 1 cycle are represented
in same colour. The single network (a), and composite networks with 4wt% (b), 7wt% (c), 10wt%
(d), 13wt% (e) SiO2 nanoparticles.
It has been proved that the single network can fully heal after breaking by reforming triple
helices [12]. Hydrogen bonds can also recover after damage. Thus, the composite networks
with SiO2 nanoparticles are expected to be able to heal after deformation. Storage modulus
were monitored for 8 hours just after hydrogels were deformed by strain sweeps (oscillation,
6.28 rad/s, g=0.1~1000%). Results are plotted in Figure 3.7, storage modulus of all hydrogels
decrease sharply after deformation, but they all fully recover within 8 hours, which is much
23

faster than the first time formation of hydrogels upon cooling down the temperature. G’ of
the composite network with 14wt% SiO2 nanoparticles becomes even higher, because it
hasn’t reached the plateau state during the first 20 hours.

Figure 3.7 Recovery of storage modulus of networks after deformed by stain sweeps
(oscillation, 6.28 rad/s, g=0.1~1000 %). G’ are not plotted in real time scale. Formation and
recovery of the same network are represented in same colour.
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4. Conclusion and Perspectives
In short, the composite hydrogel consisting of triblock T9C4T9 proteins and SiO2 nanoparticles
was successfully prepared by a one-step strategy. Since T9C4T9 proteins and SiO2
nanoparticles are both biocompatible, the physical composite hydrogel is also expected to be
bio-affinitive. The composite hydrogel shows enhanced stiffness but breaks at lower a strain.
More crosslinks introduced by SiO2 nanoparticles result in higher storage modulus, but the
interaction between nanoparticles and proteins is very weak, theses weak parts make the
composite hydrogel breaks at lower stain. Besides, there is a maximum amount of SiO2
nanoparticles can be added into the hydrogel, more nanoparticles will lead to phase
separation, in our case, the maximum concentration of SiO2 nanoparticles for 1mM T9C4T9
protein is 14wt%. In future, pH as important parameter can be used to adjust the strength of
interactions between SiO2 particles and proteins could be investigated further. In addition,
the mechanism of the network failure could be revealed by more techniques.
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